
Trial by Jury in Ireland



Irish Legal 
System –
Brief History 
& Basic Facts

• Ireland won independence from the British
Empire in 1921 but kept the common law,
adversarial legal system including jury trials for
criminal cases and (a small number of) civil
cases.

• Since the departure of the UK from the EU on 1
January 2020, Ireland is the only country in the
EU that uses the common law system and trial
by jury in criminal cases.



Jury Trial in 
Ireland– Key 
Principles

• The Jury decides all questions of fact. Jurors are not
Judge’s assessors or assistants. Independent in the
exercise of their functions. The Judge explains the law
but the jury decides the facts and applies the law.

• Jury service is a civic and legal duty but not an
enforceable right.

• Jurors should be drawn from as broad a range of society
as possible. Key strength.

• Jurors are assumed to be intelligent and capable of
understanding complex evidence.

• Jury deliberations are secret.

• The jury verdict cannot be overturned on appeal because
the CoA did not agree with or like their verdict – only
procedural violation or Judge’s failure to explain the law
properly.



DL - 4190 -
when is trial 
by jury 
available?

• Crucial piece of legislation. Better slower but correct
than quick but wrong.

• Comprehensive training required through NSJU.

• Article 31.3 - life imprisonment cases only or else too
many longer cases. Courts may not cope with
increased workload. Could be increased later.

• Article 31.3 - one defendant should not force other co-
defendants to have a jury trial (or not). In Ireland, the
Court will sever the indictment and order separate
trials. Evidence will be cross-admissible.

• In Ireland DPP (PGO) can certify some trials are not
suitable for jury trial because of the risk of jury
tampering (e.g. organised crime or terrorism cases) but
not complexity.



DL - 4190 -
managing 
the process

• Pre-trial, case managements dates are very
important. Confirm availability, address outstanding
disclosure and agree admissibility of as much
evidence as possible.

• Article 383.1 – jury shall not hear inadmissible
evidence. Very important amendment. Thanks!

• In Ireland, the case management date is mainly to
confirm availability of evidence. Trial date is more
for admissibility of evidence.

• Slightly different approach in the USA – John!  



DL - 4190 -
selecting the 
jury

• Article 385 - No jury questionnaire in Ireland
– John, again!

• In Ireland juries are drawn solely from the
Electoral Register. In Ukraine this may not be
very broad so please use more lists.

• Regulate mobile phone usage – Judge’s
instructions.

• Article 385 – Important to develop a
standardized ”bench book” of instructions
through NSJU. Judge clearly explains these at
the start of each trial.



DL - 4190 -
selecting the 
jury ctd.

• Article 387.4 (selection of jurors in Court) 
refers to Article 75 & 76 of CPC.  

• Confusing - should all be in the DL or CPC?  

• “Inelligible”. 

• “Excusable”.

• “Object with no cause” (Limited)

• “Object with cause” (Unlimited)  

• Proposed exclusions basically good but need
some adjustments – comments to MoJ/VR.



DL - 4190 -
decision and 
voting.

• Article 391.1 – Judge’s instructions are
extremely important. Training and
standardization. Reduce verdicts overturned
on appeal.

• Article 391.2 - 5 out of 7 jurors is not “proof
beyond reasonable doubt”. In Ireland, 12
(unanimous) but…

• In Ukraine, verdict should be unanimous
except 6 if Head of jury states jury cannot
reach a unanimous verdict and they have
deliberated for ‘sufficient time’ in the Judge’s
opinion.



DL - 4190 -
decision and 
voting.

• Article 407 (numbering unclear) - CoA can make 
no change. 

• Article 407 (numbering unclear) - CoA can 
acquit.

• Article 407 – (numbering unclear) - CoA can
overturn and direct new trial but only on 2
grounds and not because they did not agree
with or did not like how the jury interpreted the
facts.

• Two grounds are procedural violation and/or
Judge did not explain the law properly.

• In Ireland, the CoA cannot direct a conviction
retrospectively. Only a jury can find the
defendant guilty.



DL – 4191 –
compiling 
the jury list .

• Article 64.1 – not just the State Electoral
Register (subject to data protection rules) but
proper administration of justice must be most
important.

• Article 64.4 – update the list as often as
necessary. List should be living never static.

• Reduction in eligibility from 30 to 25 is good. In
Ireland, it is 18 and over. Over 65s ‘excusable’.

• Article 66 – citizens should only be removed
from the jury list for medical reasons.

• Article 67.3 – notification should be more than
10 days. In Ireland, it is 14 days.



Jury Trial – Advantages/Problems/Reform?

• If done properly, it can be very good because it puts those subject to the law at
the heart of the administration of justice. Evidence in Ireland is that people want
to participate and they take it seriously.

• Juries are more representative than Judges who sometimes come from richer,
more privileged parts of society and judge others from that perspective even by
unconscious bias.

• Can be time-consuming and expensive. Paid (Ukraine) or expenses only (Ireland)?

• Modern law is complex – can juries really understand complex financial crime
cases? In Ireland, the law and the reality is that they can and do.

• Obsession with forensic evidence – CSI/TV factor? 

• New system will require comprehensive training – NSJU etc. EUAM is ready,
willing and able to assist.


